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#CLASSNET AT A GLANCE

1998
Launch of ClassNet

Secondary & vocational school network for educators from 51 ASEM Partner countries

~1,600 Teachers & ~34,189 Students engaged in ASEM-wide survey on 2 core thematic areas

443 School Collaborations developed since 1998

#ASEFCCLASSNET15

ASEF ClassNet 15

1 MONTH-LONG VIRTUAL KNOWLEDGE BUILDING PHASE

5 DAYS ON-SITE CONFERENCE IN TOKYO, JAPAN

~1,700 Teachers & Educators engaged in ASEM-wide survey on 2 core thematic areas

>100 PARTICIPANTS REPRESENTING:

51 ASEM Partner Countries

70 Schools & Other Education Institutions

80 Secondary and Vocational School Teachers and Educators

36 Government Officials, Speakers, Workshop Facilitators, Moderators, EdTech, INGO, and NGO Representatives

Teachers’ Voices

100% are encouraged to take concrete actions on ESD or AI to promote the SDGs

95% commit to new initiatives to raise awareness on ESD and the role of AI in Education

96.7% strongly recommend ASEF ClassNet to their peers

3 Study Visits to Leading Institutions in Japan

Japan International Cooperation Agency
Ochanomizu University Senior High School
United Nations University - IAS

ASEF ClassNet 2019 Network Highlights

45 ASEF ClassNet School Collaborations completed (2018–2019)

6 ASEFCClassNet Awards for Asia-Europe School Collaborations

18 Asia-Europe School exchange programmes organised

2 ASEF ClassNet School Collaborations for 2020 planned for schools across Asia and Europe

Co-organised by

MEXT Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology – Japan

Supported by

JICA Japan International Cooperation Agency

UCET United Nations University - IAS

The Open University

Practical Application of Digital Tools — STEM Learning through Internet of Things (IoT)

Intercultural Exchanges — Gender Equitable AI and AI for Gender Equality